Abstract. Similarity measures play an important role in many data mining algorithms. To allow the use of such algorithms on non-standard databases, such as databases of financial time series, their similarity measure has to be defined. We present a simple and powerful technique which allows for the rapid evaluation of similarity between time series in large data bases. It is based on the orthonormal decomposition of the time series into the Haar basis. We demonstrate that this approach is capable of providing estimates of the local slope of the time series in the sequence of multi-resolution steps. The Haar representation and a number of related represenations derived from it are suitable for direct comparison, e.g. evaluation of the correlation product. We demonstrate that the distance between such representations closely corresponds to the subjective feeling of similarity between the time series. In order to test the validity of subjective criteria, we test the records of currency exchanges, finding convincing levels of correlation.
Introduction
Explicitly or implicitly, record similarity is a fundamental aspect of most data mining algorithms. For traditional, tabular data the similarity is often measured by attributevalue similarity or even attribute-value equality. For more complex data, e.g., financial time series, such simple similarity measures do not perform very well. For example, assume we have three time series A, B, and C, where B is constantly 5 points below A, whereas C is randomly 2 points below or above A. Such a simple similarity measure would rate C as far more similar to A than B, whereas a human expert would rate A and B as very similar because they have the same shape.
This example illustrates that the similarity of time series data should be based on certain characteristics of the data rather than on the raw data itself. Ideally, these characteristics are such that the similarity of the time series is simply given by the (traditional) similarity of the characteristics. In that case, mining a database of time series is reduced to mining the database of characteristics using the traditional algorithms. This observation is not new, but can also (implicitly) be found in papers such as [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Which characteristics are computed depends very much on the application one has in mind. For example, many models and paradigms of similarity introduced to date are unnecesarily complex because they are designed to suit too large a spectrum of applications. The context of data mining applications in which matching time series are required often involves a smaller number of degrees of freedom than assumed. For example, in comparing simultanous financial time series, the time variable is explicitly known and time and scale shift are not applicable. In addition, there are strong heuristics which can be applied to these time series. For example, the concern in trading is usually to reach a certain level of index or currency exchange within a certain time. This is nothing else than increase rate or simply slope of the time series in question.
Consider a financial record over one year which we would like to compare with another such record from another source. The values of both are unrelated, the sampling density may be different or vary with time. Nevertheless, it ought to be possible to state how closely the two are related. If we were to do it in as few steps as possible, the first to ask would probably be about the increase/decrease in (log)value over the year. In fact, just a sign of a change over the year may be sufficient, showing whether there has been a decrease or an increase in the stock value. Given this information the next question might be what the increase/decrease was in the first half of the year and what it was in the second half. The reader will not be surprised if we suggest that perhaps the next question might be related to the increase/decrease in each quarter of the year. This is exactly the strategy we are going to follow. The wavelet transform using the Haar wavelet (the Haar WT for short) will provide exactly the kind of information we have used in the above example, through the decomposition of the time series in the Haar basis. In section 2, we will focus on the relevant aspects of the wavelet transformation with the Haar wavelet. From the hierarchical scale-wise decomposition provided by the wavelet transform, we will next select a number of interesting representations of the time series in section 3. In section 4, these time series' representations will be subject to evaluation of their correlation products. Section 5 gives a few details on the computational efficiency of the convolution product. This is followed by several test cases of correlating examples of currency exchange rates in section 6. Section 7 closes the paper with conclusions and suggestions for future developments.
The Haar Wavelet Transform
As already mentioned above, the recently introduced Wavelet Transform (WT), see e.g. Ref. [9, 10] , provides a way of analysing local behaviour of functions. In this, it fundamentally differs from global transforms like the Fourier Transform. In addition to locality, it possesses the often very desirable ability of filtering the polynomial behaviour to some predefined degree. Therefore, correct characterisation of time series is possible, in particular in the presence of non-stationarities like global or local trends or biases.
Conceptually, the wavelet transform is an inner product of the time series with the scaled and translated wavelet
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. The scaling and translation actions are performed by two parameters; the scale parameter 'adapts' the width of the wavelet to the microscopic resolution required, thus changing its frequency contents, and the location of the analysing wavelet is determined by the parameter 
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depends on the application and on the desired properties of the wavelet transform. In [6, 7, 11] , we used the Gaussian as the smoothing kernel. The reason for this was the optimal localisation both in frequency and position of the related wavelets, and the existence of derivatives of any degree § . In this paper, for the reasons which will become apparent later, see section 3, we will use a different smoothing function, namely a simple block function:¨¡
The wavelets obtained from this kernel are defined on finite support and go by the name of their inventor Haar:
For a particular choice of rescaling and position shift parameters (dyadic pyramidal scheme), the Haar system constitutes an orthonormal basis:
Assume an arbitrary time series
. Using the orthonormal basis just described, the function can be represented with the linear combination of Haar wavelets: 
where Note that the set of wavelet coefficients can be represented in a hierarchical (dyadic) tree structure, through which it is obtained. In particular, the reconstruction of each single point C of the time series is possible (without reconstructing all the G 3 C
) , by following a single path along the tree, converging to the point C in question. This path determines a unique 'binary address' of the point C .
Time Series Representations with Haar Family
Note that the Haar wavelet implements the operation of derivation at the particular scale at which it operates. From the definition of the Haar wavelet , (eq. 3, see also figure 2) we have:
For the wavelet transform of , we have the following:
where is the derivative of the function and¨is the smoothing kernel. The wavelet coefficients obtained with the Haar wavelet are, therefore, proportional to the local averages of the derivative of the time series at a given resolution. This is a particularly interesting property of our representation, which makes us think that the representations derived from the Haar representation will be quite useful in time series mining. Indeed, in the analysis of patterns in time series, local slope is probably the most appealing feature for many applications. The most direct representation of the time series with the Haar decomposition scheme would be encoding a certain predefined, highest, i.e. most coarse, resolution level g s
, say one year resolution, and the details at the lower scales: half (a year), quarter (of a year) etc., down to the minimal (finest) resolution of interest C , which would often be defined by the lowest sampling rate of the signals.
The coefficients of the Haar decomposition between scales g sC will be used for the representation:
The Haar representation is directly suitable to serve for comparison purposes when the absolute (i.e. not relative) values of the time series (and the local slope) are relevant. In many applications one would, however, rather work with value independent, scale invariant representations. For that purpose, we will use a number of different, special representations derived from the Haar decomposition WT. To begin with, we will use the sign based representation. It uses only the sign of the wavelet coefficient and it has been shown to work in the CWT based decomposition, see [6] .
In practice one may need to interpolate and re-sample signals in order to arrive at a certain common or uniform sampling rate. This is, however, a problem of the implementation and not of the representation and it is related to how the convolution operation is implemented.
where
The sign representation is an extreme case of discretisation representation since it reduces the range of coefficients in the representation to two discrete levels. For some purposes this may be too coarse. Another possibility to arrive at a scale invariant representation is to use the difference of the logarithms (DOL) of values of the wavelet coefficient at the highest scale and at the working scale: 
This representation resembles the Hölder exponent approximation of time series local roughness at the particular scale of resolution as introduced in [7] .
Distance Evaluation with Haar Representations
The measure of the correlation between the components . In our experience the orthogonality of the coefficients is best employed without weighting.
Normalisation is necessary in order to arrive at the correlation product between eA ' h g and will simply take the form of
The distance of two representations can be easily obtained as 
Incremental calculation of the decomposition coefficients and the correlation product
One of the severe disadvantages of the Haar WT is the lack of translation invariance; when the input signal shifts by Þ " ß (e.g. as the result of acquiring some additional input samples), the coefficients of the Haar wavelet transform need to be recalculated. This is rather impractical when one considers systematically updated inputs like financial records.
When the representation is to be updated on each new sample, little can be done other than to recalculate the coefficients. The cost of this resides mainly in the cost of calculating the inner product. Direct calculation is of § As expected, the larger the time shift Þ t ß , the fewer the number of the coefficients which have to be recalculated and the larger the number of coefficients which have to be reindexed (plus, of course, the number of coefficients which have to be calculated from § d á E â ã ae á
). For the full details of incremental calculation of coefficients the reader may wish to consult [8] .
Experimental Results
We took the records of the exchange rate with respect to USD over the period 01/06/73 -21/05/87. It contains daily records of the exchange rates of five currencies with respect to USD: Pound Sterling, Canadian Dollar, German Mark, Japanese Yen and Swiss Franc. (Some records were missing -we used the last known value to interpolate missing values.) Below, in figure 5 we show the plots of the records. All three representation types were made for each of the time series: the Haar, sign and Hölder representation. Only six scale levels (64 values) of the representation (five for Hölder, 63 points) were retained. These were next compared for each pair to give the correlation product.
In figure 6 , we plot the values of the correlation for each of the pairs compared. The reader can visually compare the Haar representation results with his/her own 'visual estimate' of the degree of (anti-)correlation for pairs of plots in figure 5. One can verify that the results obtained with the sign representation follow those obtained with the Haar representation but are weaker in their discriminating power (more flat plot). Also, the Hölder representation is practically independent of the sign representation. In terms of correlation product, its distance to sign representation approximately equals the distance of Haar represenation to the sign representation but with the oposite sign. This confirms the fact that the correlation in the Hölder exponent captures the value oriented, sign independent features (roughness exponent) of the time series.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated that the Haar representation and a number of related represenations derived from it are suitable for providing estimates of similarity between time series in a hierarchical fashion. In particular, the correlation obtained with the local slope of the time series (or its sign) in the sequence of multi-resolution steps closely corresponds to the subjective feeling of similarity between the example financial time series. Larger scale experiments with one of the major Dutch banks confirm these findings. The next step is the design and development of a module which will compute and update these representations for the 2.5 million time series which this bank maintains. Once this module is running, mining on the database of time series representations will be the next step.
